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2020 – the year that plunged the world and retail into
uncertainty; independent businesses, both big and small,
had to learn to adapt at record speeds.
With new Government restrictions forcing bricks
and mortar retailers to close practically overnight,
eCommerce became the beacon of hope for
any independent retailer.

Hear from:

Along with diverse challenges, the intensity
of a crisis surprisingly opened many independent
businesses up to a whole new world of
opportunities and insights. Due to Covid,
deeply ingrained customer behaviours that
would usually take a generation to change,
have shifted within months.

• 
Kirk Hullis, Ecommerce Consultant at
Digital Knowhow Consulting

At Opayo, we’re fascinated with the ways many
independent businesses have prevailed in the
face of adversity. So, to help us digest these
significant changes and make sense of it all,
we’ve summarised some insightful opinions and
stories from experts and independent businesses
to help us unpack these key learnings.
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• 
Ken Hughes, Consumer and Shopper
Behaviouralist at Opayo

• 
Asher Budwig, Managing Director of
Lola’s Cupcakes
• 
Martin Pitcock, Head of Marketing and
Product at Opayo
• 
Dominic White, Head of MS&A at VISA
• 
Clive Hughes, Business Development
Manager CBE Software
May the tips below on how to manage and
embrace constant change, help to inform your
business roadmap for the months ahead. We’re
here for you, every step of the way so that you
can be ready for whatever tomorrow brings.
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Change is here to stay
Over the last eight years in eCommerce, there has been an evident unease from a segment
of the older generation; particularly around whether or not it’s safe to make payments
online. Historically, businesses have had to put much effort into reassuring customers
that their payments are secure, and their details encrypted. Whilst secure transactions
have been standard for several years, up until 2020, retail has still been waiting for older
generations to trust in online payments.
During Covid, many businesses reported that
more and more people were going ahead with
online shopping – happy, through necessity,
to trust and make transactions online. Over
the years, customers have limited their online
purchases to sizable ticket items online, such
as a new TV or a washing machine, (we’ve all
spent Sundays scouring through reviews to find
the best value for money items). However, we’re
now seeing that the threshold at which people
are comfortable to pay is dropping all the time,
with people making smaller payments every
day. From handbags and clothes to cupcakes
and groceries – people are now reaching out
to their smaller local businesses to serve their
everyday shopping needs.
Managing Director of Lola’s Cupcakes, Asher
Budwig, shares their experience with previously
hesitant online customers saying,

“Older customers seem to be more
comfortable ordering online – Covid has
pushed them to make that initial dive into
the swimming pool, and they’ve found
they can in-fact swim!”

Martin Pitcock, Head of Marketing and Product at
Opayo, says that his 77-year-old mother had never
shopped for groceries online in her life before
2020. Yet, due to the restrictions, she was forced
into empowering herself to go ahead and place
grocery orders, and now that new habit has stuck.
Though, Martin says that his mother does crave
the physical environment of the store for its social
aspect, but has retained a once-a-month shop for
larger, higher ticketed items and has said it’s been
a significant step-change in her monthly habits.
As a response to this shift in online spending,
Martin says around 50% of customers are
beginning to purchase goods online that they only
ever bought in store1. This increase in eCommerce
brought five billion pounds in additional spending
during Q2 alone. The data shows that 1/3 of
people are saying their behaviour has changed
forever2. Therefore, many companies will need
to consider re-thinking their infrastructure and
logistics going forward.

Sweet, sweet logistics
A team of 300 across the country, along with a diverse in-house team allowed for the
company to continue serving and selling Lola’s treats. However, Asher explains that
their primary focus wasn’t on new sales or ways to market their cakes; their main
challenge lay in the fulfilment of orders.

Things to consider
Consumers are buying lower ticket items
online. How can this shift in buying behaviour
benefit you?
 he age of online shoppers is going up – understand
T
your customer profiles. Which demographic are you
serving? What are their preferences?

1 Elavon Ipsos Mori
2	
Shopmium

He says,

“Traditionally, we had a business that
was 80% retail, 20% online, and then all
of a sudden lockdown came, and we saw
online orders skyrocket overnight. We’re
talking 600% increase on typical online
sales, and so, the challenge for us was to
find a way to manage the online demand.”
Lola’s benefitted from already having an online
platform in place, which allowed them to pivot
quickly, (they went from having 30 drivers to
100 in the space of a week). When customers

experienced the convenience of impulse
purchases online; they continued to treat
themselves even when the lockdown restrictions
eased – and thus, Lola’s customers formed brand
new, potentially long-term shopping habits.
Companies such as Lola’s cupcakes have been
on a never-ending journey of pivots. They’ve also
had to think about how they could save on extra
rent and staff costs when ‘click and collect’ was
becoming ever more in-demand. They looked at
Amazon lockers and decided that having their
version, with a chilled option would not only be
a great way to offer contact-free opportunities
to customers but also great advertising!
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Embrace the rediscovery of local

Another savvy pivot from Lola’s was to think
outside of the box when shopping for ingredients
during a national shortage. Asher explains,
“We’d always bought our fruit from fruit wholesale
markets, rather than using suppliers because
we always felt we could buy better. We sat there
during March seeing that all supermarkets were
running out, and we thought we could launch an
online platform on our website very quickly, in
which people could purchase fruit and veg too.”
With their easy access to wholesale goods, and
by offering a convenient way for customers to
add extra options to their online order, Lola’s went
on to take double what they’d typically handle
weekly pre-Covid on groceries alone.

Engaging with locals is the recurring advice throughout Opayo’s roundtable. ‘Local’ has made
a huge comeback. In 2020, we’ve all rediscovered the places and faces around us; from parks
and cafes to retailers and neighbours. Previously, commuting took many of us away from our
local space, and that’s what 2020 has helped to reintroduce. Consumers have rediscovered
their neighbourhoods, and with many continuing to work remotely, businesses can continue
to serve locals. What’s great about this change is that it’s opened local shops up to further
opportunity, that perhaps, wasn’t there before.
There are lots of community initiatives that
promote local retail that can help to promote your
business. Dominic White, Head of MS&A at VISA,
highlights an app that has hit the market to help
local enterprises to make the transition online
slightly smoother, called ‘ShopAppy’. ShopAppy
is part of the fantastic innovation we’re seeing that
brings local businesses together in one place to
serve up ‘click and collect’ without the hassle of
setting up their website.

Pivoting is a great way to respond to any changes
in our usual environment. With Lola’s grocery
pivot, this was only a short term change that
lasted two months, but it was a great way to keep
lots of people employed. Most importantly, they
were able to get food to lots of people without
them having to queue or struggle to find a slot
with a big supermarket.
Business Development Manager at CBE Software,
Clive Hughes, explains that no retailer wants to
find themselves in a situation in which they have
too many orders to fulfil and face the need to
give refunds or cancel orders. Problems such as
this can lead to harmful brand damage and can
make it tricky for businesses to bounce back.
CBE worked with Forecourts in Kent to move to
a fully integrated online solution, and one vital
step was to engage with their local community,
demonstrating the changes via videos on social
media and explaining exactly how and when the
process was going to change. Holding customer’s
hands to guide them into new habits and build
trust is essential when making fast changes to
your business model.

Dr Jackie Mulligan, Founder of ShopAppy, says,

“The pandemic has brought hard times
to us all, and hard lessons. We have lost
many businesses; many old favourites
have disappeared forever. But it has
also brought things together in new

Things to consider
Due to the major shift from offline to online
consumerism, look at your infrastructure and
logistics. Is there anything you could re-think?
Consider new ‘click and collect’ options to
support eCommerce offerings.
Agility means being open to new business
models. Explore delivery and collection options
(lockers, delivery companies) that you may
not have considered and test-drive them.
If and when you do experiment with new
models, things may not always go smoothly –
the important thing is to put it right when
things go wrong.
Review your supplier relationships. Is there
potential for collaboration?

ways. New businesses are emerging.
Customers are joining the dots that
#whereyoushopmatters and our users
span the age groups too.” 3
Older consumers have chosen ShopAppy
to stay connected to their friends (their local
shopkeepers) at a time when they are feeling
most vulnerable. Younger people have joined
them, discovering their high streets for the first
time in some cases.
Incentives and platforms such as this, are
examples of the many ways local shops can win
consumers back for the long term and provide
a blend of both in-person and online shopping
experiences to increase their visibility, customer
base and retain relationships.

Things to consider
Local has come back with a
vengeance: consumers have rediscovered their neighbourhoods
– tap into that momentum.
More people are looking to
their community to fulfil their
shopping needs – use every
chance you can to be present in
your community and add value.
Research local and community
initiatives and partnerships.
The rediscovery of local maybe
for the long term – find ways
to win consumers back and
create loyalty.

3 h
 ttps://www.linkedin.com/pulse/browsing-ecommerce-new-oldthing-dr-jackie-mulligan
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Stepping into the digital spotlight
During the restrictions in 2020, many local businesses found that if they didn’t have a digital
space for people to access their goods online, then they didn’t exist and couldn’t trade.
Some businesses hold back from putting their business online because maybe it felt that it
was something only larger companies did, or the fact that taking their service or products
online could appear costly and time-consuming. Whether you’ve got a physical store or you
work in hospitality, don’t be afraid to go digital. Going digital can offer customers choice,
and the transition doesn’t have to be complicated
eCommerce Consultant at Digital Knowhow, Kirk
Hullis, points out that small to medium businesses
faced having to pull together an online presence
without the usual 8-12 week development
process, budget or timescale. He says,

“It’s been interesting exploring all third
party eCommerce systems such as
Squarespace, BigCommerce and Shopify,
that allow SME’s to have an online store
that looks and functions perfectly. Plug
that into Royal Mail, and a payment
gateway, and you can be delivering to
customers within a matter of days.”
One company that has been working to support
the high street and bring residents back to local
retailers is Visa. Dominic points out that some
small local businesses can adapt to change in
ways that can be straight forward for the business
owners and charming for customers. He says,
“the wine shop, at the end of our street, put
something up in the window saying, ‘We’re still
in here, we can’t let you come in, but we’re still
operating. Email us on this email address, and
tell us what you’d like, and we’ll drop it around to
you.’” Dominic’s never physically walked into their
store, but now receives deliveries from them, so
this is an excellent example of a simple way for
a local shop to get online and advertise this to
customers both new and loyal.
Kirk highlights an independent bricks and mortar
store selling handbags, who are now finding
ways to repurpose jobs across staff members.
In a case in which shop staff aren’t twiddling their
thumbs all day, but are also not serving customers
all day long either, there’s room to add in jobs

that support processing customer orders online
and managing customer service enquiries. He
explains, “Suddenly, the bricks and mortar store
went from being a risk to being a business asset.
They’ve got members of staff there during office
hours, who can pick up and process a lot of the
online tasks, which frees up people elsewhere in
the business to manage other logistics.” Dominic
believes we’ll see smaller and smaller businesses
take on a hybrid business model in which they
sell via both a shop and a website.
Business owners can feel deterred from setting
up a presence online because customers
won’t be able to see or feel their physical
products in-person. Asher asks businesses
to consider how video content and excellent
photography can amplify what they do. He
explains, “If you imagine a typical fireworks
store, all you see is a box on a shelf, and you’ve
got no idea what it does. However, if the store
shows people their fireworks in action using video
content, that’s when a customer can evaluate
what they’re buying.” Digital may bring your
store to life more than physical ever can.

Things to consider
What resources do you have – can staff be trained
to take on new roles such as fulfilment, click and
collect, deliveries, customer service and accepting
payment via phone?
Fast and easy ways to go online with plug-in
platforms and tools such as BigCommerce
and Shopify.
Communicate the new channel to everyone,
mostly locals.
Investing in photo and video content to make
your products shine online.

Cashing in
with cardless
payments
Once upon a time, it wasn’t unknown for us
to walk into a pub, order a fresh cold pint,
only for someone behind the bar to tell us
that, “it’s cash only” – which would’ve been
fine if we weren’t in Cornwall and the nearest
cashpoint was 40 miles away. Or a dash
into our local coffee shop for a quick cuppa
would lead to the words, “It’s the five-pound
minimum I’m afraid”. Those days are long
gone. We now understand that payment
plays a huge role in the overall customer
experience; it can make or break a sale.
The ‘convenience of the card’ is growing
every day thanks to the switch to cardonly payments during the lockdown. It
is this reduction in cash payments that
have helped the awareness of using cards
for smaller and smaller amounts – you
can now even buy a Big Issue with a
contactless transaction!
However, as we move forward, the change will
continue, and businesses must keep adapting
and listening to what customers need. Not offering
cash solutions may be non-inclusive as well as
not accepting cards may drive customers away
who don’t carry cash. Payment preferences are
individual and vary widely, especially between
generations. The best thing we can do is to take
payment in as many ways as customers need.

Things to consider
The customer experience – consumers care
about comfort, control, convenience, and this
includes payment systems.
The more payment options you have on offer,
the more customer-friendly you are.
There can be a hidden cost of cash in your
business – look into this before you invest solely
in cash automation/cash handling systems.
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Small
businesses,
big principles

Check out your
checkout
Some businesses have had the initial
interests from online shoppers, successfully
managing to get people over to their website,
only for customers to leave before buying.
For retailers having issues with customers
not converting into orders, then turning
attention to abandoned checkouts is a
smart place to begin an investigation.

In a world in which eCommerce is growing,
consumer’s enjoyment of shopping online is in
danger of waning. Take Amazon, for example;
their platform focuses purely on the instant,
short-lived gratification. Small businesses
would do well to tap into the conscious and
curious side of shoppers, those that miss the
enjoyment of perusing and coming across a
chance find as well as those that seek more
meaningful purchases with a sustainable side.

There can be several reasons that someone
might not complete their order, be that maybe
that their phone rang, their child has fallen over
or they don’t offer PayPal payment, (let’s face it,
we’ve all abandoned at least one checkout due
to our credit or debit card being in another room).
Kirk points out, “The biggest thing that a business
can do to improve checkout completions is to
offer various payment processes and various
payment methods.”

If you’re a bricks-and-mortar retailer
moving into the online space, holding on
to your ethos and values as a business is
even more crucial when you’re not there
in-person to share it with your customers.

Another client of DKH who sells electric bikes and
scooters found that their products, (items of which
can cost anything between £500 and £2000)
are a big-ticket item for people to pay using their
PayPal balance or credit card. Kirk explains that
they had to work hard at offering multiple payment
options, including PayPal as well as credit or debit
cards, and they’ve included an opportunity for
customers to set up a payment plan. For example,
‘buy now, pay later’ is making a big play at the
moment. Payment options such as this allow
customers to break their payments down into
manageable chunks, opening up possibilities
for businesses and customers alike.

Kirk says he’s worked with a small zero waste
shop and cafe to make their transition to digital.
Typically, they sold loose products by weight,
such as lentils, pasta and rice, and being a bricks
and mortar store; there was only so much physical
custom they could process each day. Kirk says,
“We’ve been working with them to build out a
website that offers all those products, bakery
products and loose goods included, and syncing
that with their point of sale and stock management
systems. As in-person custom begins to pick
back up, they can take on both in-person sales
as well as online. If someone strolls into their shop
and buys the last six kilos of lentils, the website
knows there are no lentils left to sell.”
Where this business is holding on to its brand
values, though, is in their delivery system. Being
online means you can decide how far and wide
you cast your sales net; but as a business that
cares about waste, they decided that posting
two kilos of flour to the other side of the country
wasn’t efficient and would compromise their
values. So, they looked at a local delivery system
that included ‘click and collect’ with a postcode
checker to ensure they were only delivering to
customers within a specific radius from the store.
Making their delivery conditions a feature for the
business has allowed them to amplify the fact that
even as a small, rural business, their main priority
is considering every impact on the planet.

Things to consider
If you’re looking to integrate
systems, ensure that your online
and offline stock/inventory can
be updated in real-time.
Connect with your brand values
as you take your business
online, remember that your
eCommerce business is an
extension of your bricks and
mortar store and should reflect
that same personality.

Clive alludes to the fact that Android Pay and
Apple Pay have seen more growth over the last
couple of years as well as increasing the spending
limit for contactless; these minor innovations
have had a majorly positive impact on shops.
One of the newer payment methods to step
onto the scene is ‘Swipe up to shop’, which
is seen predominantly across social media.
Consumer and Shopper Behaviouralist at
Opayo, Ken Hughes, says,
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“Swipe up to shop is one trend that
existed before 2020, that saw a great
increase during the national lockdown
due to more people spending extra time
on social media and the ‘attachment
need’ that consumers can have to attach
themselves to something during times
of loneliness or boredom.”
The decrease in social events coincided with
a considerable increase in social ‘Swipe Up’
shopping. 1 in 4 people shop online via social
media according to the research, and 1 in 5
have tried it and had a smooth experience
with it and intend to continue using that route.4
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Things to consider
If you’re gaining online traffic, but visitors
aren’t converting into customers, turn your
attention to your checkout page and investigate
behaviour there.
Payment preferences are individual and vary
widely – review in-store and online payment
options to offer the best variety for your
customer demographics and price points.
New models are emerging that allow customers
to pay in instalments – PayPal instalments is an
option. Another way to split up payment would
be for customers to pay a deposit in advance
and the balance upon delivery.
Don’t get left behind on social – ‘Swipe up
to shop’ is gaining traction with many brands
and younger demographics.

4 h
 ttps://www.visa.co.uk/content/dam/VCOM/regional/ve/
unitedkingdom/PDF/blog/swipe-up-shopping-infographic-final.pdf

Be open to whatever lies ahead
This report has been brought to you by Opayo, the payments
partner for independent retailers.
We hope that with this report, we’ve helped to instil hope
and inspire businesses everywhere to explore new ways
to connect with their customers both online and offline.
Whatever you choose to do moving forward, remember
that we at Opayo, are here to help you and your business
open up to the opportunities all around us.
For more great content, articles, tips and advice visit
opayo.co.uk/tomorrowtogether
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Keeping your business moving
Many businesses are now changing the way they operate, from doing business face-to-face
to online or taking telephone orders. If you are considering a change to online, remote or
virtual payments, here at Opayo we have many ways to support you.

Get online fast

Virtual terminal

Take your business online
by creating your own online
shopping experience with
our all-in-one acquiring + website hosting +
payments solution.

Accept card payments over
the phone safely and securely
anywhere anytime with 24-7
support and built-in fraud screening.

Easy to use and always secure, you can count on
Opayo by Elavon eCommerce solutions. Whether
it’s a simple payments page or building an online
store, we tailor our solutions to your specific
business needs. We work with a range of digital
agencies, web developers and ecommerce software
experts that can help you to get started. Once you
have your Opayo account, our preferred partners
will help build your website, all you need to do is
add your products and let your customers know
that you’re now online.

A virtual terminal is a secure web page accessible
via an online portal which allows you to accept card
payments over the phone when customers aren’t
present, in the same way as a physical credit card
machine but using virtual software. As long as you
are connected to the internet you can access your
virtual terminal from any device such as a computer,
laptop, tablet or phone. Authorisation happens
in real time, which means you’ll receive payment
quickly and easily.

Click and collect

Pay by link

Set up a virtual catalogue
for customers to view and
order your products via a
customisable click and collect page.

Generate a unique
payment link to a secure
payment page and send
onto your customers in seconds.

Considering local delivery? With Click and Collect,
you can display your stock on a simple web page,
allowing your customer to select from a list of
available items and pay on collection, on delivery,
over the phone, or by link ahead of their visit to
your store.

With Pay by Link you can take your business online
in an instant. There’s no need for a website and
you don’t have to handle sensitive cardholder data,
simply generate a payment link that you can send
onto your customer in seconds via email or social
media channels. Payment is processed via a secure
hosted page where the shopper enters their card
details, giving both you and the shopper peace
of mind.

Fraud screening
and 3D secure

Opayo business
finance

Stay safe and protected with
free enhanced fraud screening
on each transaction, including cardholder,
payment, and address checks and 3D Secure
protection built in as standard.

Together with our trusted partner
Liberis, we could offer you
finance to support your business
over the coming months.

With fraudsters becoming increasingly
sophisticated in their tactics, it is important to
ensure that your best interests are protected.
Opayo’s advanced fraud screening tools add an
additional layer of protection by performing a
number of checks to help identify whether payments
are genuine such as two-factor authentication from
3D Secure, AVS (Address Verification Service) and
CVV (Card Verification Value). Opayo’s upgrade to
3DSv2 introduces a better online user experience
which includes frictionless authentication, reduced
fraud and chargebacks and improved risk-based
decisions leading to higher approval rates.

Running a business can be a challenge, but
through Opayo Business Finance, delivered by
Liberis, you could access finance to support your
business when you need it. From boosting your
online presence to increasing PPC and paid social,
accessing additional funding could be the perfect
solution in getting your business ready for the
upcoming peak season period. Opayo Business
Finance, delivered by Liberis is supported by
the UK Government owned British Business
Investments and have provided almost £500m
of funding to thousands of businesses across
the UK.

For more info visit opayo.co.uk or to speak to a
member of the team give us a ring on 0191 479 5977

Elavon Digital Europe Limited, trading as Opayo. The liability of the member
is limited. Registered in England and Wales – Number 07492608. Registered
Office: North Park, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE13 9AA United Kingdom.

